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 Uttarakhand – a northern state of India in the foothills of Himalayas has 

approximately 64.8% of forest. Pine (Pinus roxburghii) is an important tree 

species which is because of its numerous uses becomes more prominent in 

this hilly state. Pine Needle Collecting Robot (PiNCoR) is a machine 

designed to collect pine needles from the high altitude pine forest regions. 

The robot is capable to maneuver over rough terrains, can navigate through 

craters and can stock the collected pine needles. After analyzing the design 

constraints for navigation on the hilly terrains, a small rover was designed 

and the kinematics portion is discussed in this paper. With the use of a 

versatile rocker bogie suspension mechanism, this paper also presents the 

kinematic modelling of a wheeled mobile robot being the best for hilly areas 

with super stability and traction control being its assets. It analyzes the 

different inputs from the information provided by the on-board sensor system 

for maneuvering. The robot has five degrees of freedom (DoF) providing it 

the flexibility to work in x and z axes as along with the standard pitch, roll 

and yaw directions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Uttarakhand has four major forest types such as Oak, Deodar, Sal and Pine. There are majorly three 

community of Chirr Pine found here such as Sal-Pine, Pine pure stand and Oak Pine communities. Pine resin 

is one of the most important non-wood product from the pine apart from this each part of this plant such as 

Cone, Trunk, Stem, Wood, Leaves and bark are used by the indigenous community of the state [1] .Wheeled 

mobile robot has proved its utility over recent years in various areas such as military (bomb diffusion and 

rescue operations)[2-5], indoor and outdoor applications [6], industrial applications [7], medical services [8, 

9] and planetary & space exploration [10, 11]. The major advantage which makes these robots useful in 

various applications is their high mobility in different terrains and environments, which is a primary factor in 

performance evaluation of these machines. 

  The utility of a wheeled mobile robot has been proved in the recent past in space exploration by 

several scientific organizations including NASA, ISRO. There are several other applications of multi-terrain 

robots such as material handling, rescue operations and so on. The PinCoR needs to traverse in uneven 

terrain and therefore it has a relatively complex locomotion system. This  is important to smoothly maneuver 

it to a longer distance along the uneven surface and through obstructions in the woods. In order to evaluate 

robot's actual location, orientation and its path trajectory; its kinematic modelling is significant. Due to its 

high mobility, it is quite challenging to determine the kinematic model, though a reasonably accurate forward 

kinematic analysis would be a fitting substitution. As the PiNCoR has an electrical energy source in the form 

of dry batteries, an efficient actuation plays an important part in its distant reach. 
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Robot kinematics applies geometry to the study of the movement of multi-degree of freedom in the 

kinematic chains that form the structure of robotic systems. Although several researchers have developed 

different techniques for calculating kinematics of the robotic manipulators such as Jolly Shah [12] has shown 

kinematic analysis using neural networks, M. Gouasmi[13] has done Dual Quaternions method and so on. 

Forward kinematics specify the joint parameters and compute the configuration of the chain. For serial 

manipulators, this is accomplished by direct substitution of the joint parameters into the forward kinematic 

equations for the serial string. The forward kinematics determine the position and orientation, achieved by 

using Jacobian Matrices for each wheel of the robot. Since there is no steering, in order to nullify the effect of 

rotational slip on the tunings, inverse kinematics model was derived for the wheel rotational velocity.  

 

 

2. THE PINE NEEDLE COLLECTOR ROBOT – AN OUTLINE 

This section describes the robot characteristics for its kinematic modelling. The robot has six wheels 

using a rocker bogie suspension mechanism as shown in the Figure 1. The PiNCoR is 56.5 cms long, 31.5 

cms wide and 25.5 cms high. The PiNCoR is equipped with a suction mechanism which enables the 

collection of pine needles from the ground. An adjustable ground clearance of 20 cm is provided which 

enables it to maneuver freely through pits and holes on the hills. All the wheels in PinCoR are 17 cm in 

diameter and have a nominal speed of 0.2 m/sec. 

The smooth operation of the PiNCoR is due to the independently actuated wheels which are 

attached to a rocker bogie suspension mechanism which enables its movement in low velocity and uneven 

terrain. Rocker bogie suspension consists of two main rockers which are joined at a central differential unit, 

with the main body called as Averaging Mechanism. This stabilizes the body unit and helps in preventing the 

toppling effect of the rover at inclinations. Each rocker has three non-steerable independently actuated 

wheels; one at the front and the remaining two at the small rocker end in the back portion. Joint angle 

between the small and main rocker is denoted by ψ1 & ψ2, the left and right bogie angles (main rockers via 

differential) are denoted by β1 & β2.  The wheel rotation is denoted by δi where i = 1 – 6. There are in total six 

actuators in the form of encoded motors connected to the wheels which enable independent movement of the 

PinCoR along the β1, β2, ψ1, ψ2 rocker bogie joints for flexibility based on the terrain.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Pro – E Model of PinCoR 

 

 

The encoded motors help in determining the wheel angular rotation δi. The body roll, pitch and yaw 

was calculated with the help of accelerometer. The location of the rover in the forest was tracked using a real 

time GPS map at the base station and the PiNCoR equipped with battery level encoder so that it can return to 

base when the power reduces during its operation. In the coming sections, the forward kinematics of the 

PiNCoR using wheel Jacobian matrices has been discussed followed by the inverse kinematics derivation.  

 

 

3. FORWARD KINEMATICS 

For the forward kinematic analysis of the PiNCoR, the coordinate frame system for both left and 

right bogies was defined as shown in the Figure (2) & (3). For the PiNCoR, a local coordinate system was 

defined and the origin of these coordinate system was called as ‘Reference point’ on the robot frame 

designated as ‘O’, the differential joint as ‘D’, the left and right bogie’s as ‘βi (i = 1, 2)’ and axes of all 

wheels as ‘Ai (i = 1,2,3,4,5,6)’. Various design angles are shown in the Figure (2) & (3).  
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Figure 2. Left Coordinate Frame 

 

Figure 3. Right Coordinate Frame 

 

 

Every coordinate frame shows a step by step kinematic chain from the origin to the wheel axis e.g. 

the kinematic transformation from the origin (reference) to the wheel 1 axle can be represented by O – D – 

A1. The coordinate frames was determined by the Denavit – Hertenberg notations [14] related to the various 

coordinates given in the Table 1. The DH parameters define the transformations from one joint to the next 

joint in the kinematic chain, ‘θ’ defines rotation between the z-axis, ‘d’ defines the distance along the z-axis 

between joints, ‘a’ defines the distance along the x-axis between joints, and ‘α’ defines the angle between z-

axes of joints. The general transformation matrix is represented below based on the coordinate frame i to 

coordinate frame j using a homogenous transformation matrix:  

 

     

[
 
 
 
                                       
                                         
                

    ]
 
 
 
          (1) 

 

Where ϑj, αj, aj, dj are the D – H parameters for coordinate frame j. The above matrix shows  the 

transformation of coordinate frame j in terms of coordinate frame i. The transformations from the robot 

reference frame ‘0’ to the wheel axle ‘A1’ was obtained by cascading each transformation. 

 

         TO, A1 = TO, D TD, B1 TB1, A1 

 

 

Table 1: D – H Parameters 
Joint Axis ϑ (deg) α (deg) d (cm) a (cm) 

O – D 0 -90 0 0 

D – A1 β1 0 15 44 

D – B1 β1 0 15 -19 

B1 – A2 Ψ1 0 0 20 

B1 – A3 Ψ1 0 0 -20 

D – A2 β2 180 -15 44 

D – B2 β2 90 -15 -19 

B2 – A2 Ψ2 0 0 20 

B2 – A3 Ψ2 0 0 -20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Wheel Motion Frame 
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To capture the wheel motion, there is an additional requirement of coordinate frames i.e. wheel 

contact frame Ci and wheel motion frame Mi. To obtain Ci, the wheel axis Ai was rotated about the Z – axis 

until the X – axis became parallel to the ground which was later rotated by an angle of 90 degrees. 

The derivation of the transformation matrices of contact frame Ci was done using Euler angle Z-X-Y as given 

below. 

 

TAi,Ci = [

                                                                          
                                 

                                                                                
    

] (2) 

 

Where pi, qi, & ri are the rotation angle about X, Y and Z respectively.  

Also, in order to obtain the wheel motion frame, it was translated along the negative Z – axis by wheel radius 

(Rw) and translating along the X – axis for wheel roll (Rw δi). 

Hence the transformation matrices, for all frames, can be shown as below: 

 

                                  (3) 

                                      (4) 

                                       (5) 

                                  (6) 

                                       (7) 

                                       (8) 

 

To obtain the wheel Jacobian matrix, the motion of the robot must be expressed as wheel motion by 

applying the derivative of instantaneous transformation from the origin ‘O’ to the wheel motion ‘Mi’   ̇  ̂  ̂  

as shown below  

 

 ̇  ̂   =  ̇  ̂  ̂   ̇(  ) ( )  i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6         (9) 

 

where the derivative of the transformation matrices and instantaneous matrices was discussed in [15]. Using 

Euler angles, Yaw φ (rotation about Z – axis), Roll r (rotation about X – axis) and Pitch p (rotation about Y – 

axis) can be derived. From the eq. (9), the derivative of the robot coordinate frame   ̇  ̂  ̂ was as following 

 

 ̇  ̂  ̂  = [

   ̇  ̇  ̇
 ̇    ̇  ̇
  ̇  ̇   ̇
    

]       (10) 

 

The transformations in eq. (10) can be derived by solving equations (3 – 9) for each wheel in addition to the 

table 1 consisting of the D – H Parameters. Once the derivative is obtained for each wheel, it gives an 

equation set for robot’s motion to the joint angular rates in vector form [ ̇  ̇  ̇  ̇  ̇  ̇]T . 

The resultants for wheel 1 and 4 (left & right front) were 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇ ]
 
 
 
 
 

 = 

[
 
 
 
 
 
                 
      

                
       
    
         ]

 
 
 
 
 

[

  ̇
 ̇
   

] for i = 1, 4     (11) 

 

Where b1 = -1 and b2 = 1, as1 and ds1 are kinematic parameters defined in D – H parameters of Table 

1, and Rw is Wheel Radius. Though the wheels are non – steerable, the rotational slip must be considered. 

Hence εi is the wheel rotational slip for (1-6) wheels.  The middle wheels 2 and 3 have same kinematic 

equations as shown below 
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 = 
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       (  )
      
       (  ) ]

 
 
 
 
 
 

[
 
 
 
  ̇
 ̇
  ̇
  ]
 
 
 

 for i = 2, 3         (12) 

Where σ1 = γ1 +β, γ1 is the left rocker angle, Ki = aAi cos(ϑci) + aγ1 cos (ϑci + ϑAi); i = 2, 3, ds1, aA3, ϑci, aγi and 

γAi are the kinematic parameter provided in the table 1 

The back wheels 5 and 6 have similar kinematic equations as equation number (12): 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇
 ̇ ]
 
 
 
 
 

 = 

[
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      (  )         (   )       (  )

       (  )
      
       (  ) ]

 
 
 
 
 
 

[
 
 
 
  ̇
 ̇
  ̇
   ]
 
 
 

for i = 5, 6         (13) 

 

Where σ2 = γ2 – β, γ2 is the right angle angle, Ki = aAi cos(ϑci) + aγ2 cos (ϑci + ϑAi); i = 5, 

The general form of the set of equations from (11 – 13) is  ̇      ̇    i = 1 – 6; where J is the Jacobian matrix 

of the wheel i, and  ̇ is the Joint angular rate vector. 

 

 

4. INVERSE KINEMATICS 

Inverse kinematic model is required to determine the velocity of individual wheel in order to 

accomplish desired rover motion. The motion of the robot will be given by the forward velocity. Since there 

is no steering, there will be no turning rate or rotational slip. The actuation velocity of all the wheels of 

PinCoR was developed. Since there is no steering in any of the wheel, the wheel rolling velocity of the robot 

has been discussed below. 

 

4.1. Wheel Rolling Velocities 

Let us assume that the desired forward velocity and the angular rate of the rover are   ̇  and 

  ̇  respectively. The equation set by solving eq. (11) would be: 

 

  ̇ = Rw cos (β)   ̇ + bi ds1 cos (β)   ̇ 
 ̇  = -cos (β)   ̇      i = 1, 2     (14) 

 

Equation (14) would then give the wheel rolling velocity of wheel 1 and 2 by solving the two equations: 

 

  ̇ = 
  ̇      ̇̇

       
    i = 1, 2    (15) 

 

In the same way, the rolling velocities of wheel 3 and 5 was derived using eq. (12) 

 

  ̇ = Rw cos (β)   ̇ - aγ1 sin (ϑγ1)γ1 - ds1 cos (σ1)   ̇ 
 ̇  = -cos (σ1)   ̇     i = 3, 5    (16) 

 

Equation (16) will provide the rolling velocities of wheel 3 and 5; 

 

  ̇ = 
  ̇      ̇       (   )  

̇̇

        
 i = 3, 5     (17) 

 

Finally the rolling velocity of wheel 4 and 6 from equation number (13) can be written as: 
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  ̇ = 
  ̇      ̇       (   )  

̇̇

        
 i = 4, 6      (18) 

 

These wheel rolling velocities equations are relatively simple and do not require any complex matrix 

operations as in forward kinematics. Further the solution of the eq. (15, 17 and 18) can be defined by the 

operating range of kinematic parameters such as β, σ1 and σ2. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
A high mobility Kinematic modeling of PiNCoR is discussed in this paper. The approach used is 

different from the conventionally used methods which are only applicable to the mobile robots working on 

flat and smooth surfaces. The paper also shares the Denavit – Hartenberg notation being the serial link 

manipulator for the rocker bogie suspension system for the locomotion of the robot. For the kinematic 

calculations, the method used is simple and modified according to the configuration of the Pine Needle 

Collector Robot (PiNCoR).  The D – H Parameters were applied and the results obtained was used to 

optimize the kinematics and for efficient driving of the wheels. 
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